Best in rubber technology

www.continental-aftermarket.com/aquactrl
The future of mobility – all from a single source
We are your partner for global aftermarket solutions and services

Our ambition as a global technology group, and one of the leading automotive suppliers and tire manufacturers, is to always have the best solution for our customer’s needs. With a wide-ranging portfolio, the right technology, the top quality assured from an original equipment manufacturer, and services that provide real added value.

Make use of this extensive set of skills, and benefit from unique advantages for you and for your customers – for example with the new Continental AQUACTRL windshield wipers.
The Continental Aftermarket range of services and product portfolio

› **Battery program**: start-stop batteries with modern EFB and AGM technology, and starter batteries with reliable lead-acid technology

› **Brake systems**: high-grade brake components in OE quality – wear parts, hydraulic parts, brake fluids and electronic components

› **Spare parts and repair parts**: perfectly fitting solutions in OEM quality – tire pressure monitoring systems (TPMS), windshield and headlight cleaning systems, sensors, fuel systems, control elements and motors, blower and fan systems

› **Tires**: perfect control with summer tires, winter tires and all-weather tires for cars, SUVs and vans – the right tire for every use

› **Mobility solutions**: innovative solutions for networked vehicles – for example in the field of remote diagnostics using the Remote Vehicle Data (RVD) platform, giving standardized access to vehicle data for a range of makes and models

› **Workshop equipment**: test equipment and tools for brake servicing, ingenious solutions with diagnostic and service tools, plus efficient control of emissions

› **Services**: all-round service for workshops – workshop concepts like ATE BrakeCenter, transfer of expertise by the Continental TrainingCenter, and support by a technical hotline and marketing measures

› **Small series**: specific solutions for different requirements – from ABS units to instrumentation
Continental AQUACTRL windshield wipers

**Patented aerofoil**
- Converts wind strength into maximum screen contact

**Special coupler**
- Enables a uniform distribution of pressure on the windshield for any wiper length

**Sophisticated adapter system**
- Whether pre-fitted adapter or the appropriate multi-clip adapter - the convenient system guarantees easy installation and ensures wide vehicle coverage

**Specially treated rubber element**
- Ensures quiet wiping

**Continuous metal rail and glued rubber element**
- Provide maximum stability

---

**First-class wiping performance for optimum visibility - even at high speeds**

- OEM quality at the highest level
- The latest flat bar wiper technology
- Perfect wiping performance for optimum visibility in all weathers
- Long-life, robust and easy to install

- Best wiping quality at high speeds compared with renowned competitors - confirmed by independent testing
- Positively tested in accordance with Norm SAE J 903 at TÜV Nord’s Institute of Vehicle Technology and Mobility (IFM)
All types of weather under control – with Continental AQUACTRL windshield wipers

AQUACTRL SET, AQUACTRL or REARCTRL – all Continental windshield wipers guarantee optimum visibility in all weather conditions. They can be fitted in seconds and are impressively quiet. Independent tests confirm that, even at high speeds, they provide unsurpassed wiping performance compared with the competition. What is more, they cover more than 90% of European vehicles² and are therefore the perfect choice in all respects.

AQUACTRL SET
Two front windshield wipers for driver and passenger side
> Can be mounted directly – no additional adapters necessary: particularly easy, quick and convenient installation thanks to the appropriate pre-fitted adapter
> Sales guarantee: the most commonly driven European vehicles are covered by just a few part numbers

AQUACTRL
Front windshield wiper including adapters
> More than 90% market coverage of European vehicles² with only 21 part numbers³
> Suitable for all established types of vehicles – thanks to the supplied multi-clip adapters for easy, quick and convenient installation

REARCTRL
Rear windshield wiper
> 24 part numbers³
> Can be fitted in the same way as the original equipment
Uninterrupted view at all times: simple handling thanks to functional design

Cap your logistics expenses – with the compact product portfolio of Continental AQUACTRL windshield wipers. Most vehicle manufacturers are covered by just one product line.

Even conventional metal wipers, which are currently used on 60% of European vehicles, can be upgraded to Continental’s modern flat bar wiper technology. Furthermore, with only 21 part numbers\(^3\), you can already cover more than 90% of European vehicles\(^2\), thus reducing your stock level.

More than 90% coverage\(^2\) with only 21 part numbers\(^3\)

Pack formats

AQUACTRL SET
AQUACTRL
820 x 53 x 53 mm
720 x 53 x 53 mm
620 x 53 x 53 mm
520 x 53 x 53 mm

REARCTRL
420 x 53 x 28 mm

How to quickly find the right windshield wiper

Are you looking for a particular product? You will find all the information on individual items quickly and easily on our website www.continental-aquactrl.com/carmodel and via the TecDoc online catalog system.
Continental AQUACTRL windshield wipers

1 Short part number
Fast orientation and product information

2 tesaprioSpot®
Maximum anti-faking protection and unequivocal identification of imitations

3 Vehicle application
QR code leads to an overview of the vehicle models which match the particular product

4 Product name and component parts
Overview of pack contents

5 Dimensions
Details of product dimensions and area of use

6 MAPP code
Guarantees unique identification of original Continental products

Quality seal with short part number inscription
- The undamaged quality seal guarantees an unopened pack and a product in original quality.
- The short part number printed on the seal on the top flap serves to provide fast orientation when stored horizontally or vertically, thus making it easier to find the product.

Information for quick and easy installation
Numerous prominent and easily understood fitting instructions show how to install AQUACTRL wipers in a matter of moments:
- As an extract on the pack as well as detailed instructions inside the pack
- Online in PDF and video format – available via QR code or at www.continental-aquactrl.com/installation
At a glance:
Continental AQUACTRL windshield wipers

Continental wipers with flat bar wiper technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Installation</th>
<th>Part numbers (total)(^{1})</th>
<th>Wiper lengths</th>
<th>Packing unit</th>
<th>Pack sizes</th>
<th>The right program for every requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patented aerofoil for maximum screen contact at high speeds, continuous metal bar and glued rubber element for maximum stability, special coupler for optimum pressure distribution</td>
<td>Pre-fitted for particularly easy, fast and convenient installation</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>450/350 mm – 800/750 mm</td>
<td>820 x 53 x 53 mm</td>
<td>Compact program with sets which have been optimized for the particular vehicle and which replace the existing wipers from the original equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-clip adapters included for all types of wiper arm for easy, fast and convenient installation</td>
<td>Multi-clip adapters included for all types of wiper arm for easy, fast and convenient installation</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>350 – 800 mm</td>
<td>720 x 53 x 53 mm</td>
<td>Compact program with individual wipers which has been universally optimized by the modular adapter system for OE interfaces and replaces existing wipers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can be fitted in the same way as the original equipment</td>
<td>Can be fitted in the same way as the original equipment</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>230 – 400 mm</td>
<td>620 x 53 x 53 mm</td>
<td>Compact program which has been optimized for the particular vehicle and replaces the existing wiper from the original equipment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Dynamic wash-quality test at speeds up to 240 km/h
2 More than 90 percent coverage in Europe, relating to vehicle models between 2005 and 2017.
3 Status as of December 2018
You will find further information and services for all aspects of AQUACTRL windshield wipers as well as the flip card for product identification and installation instructions as a download or video at

www.continental-aftermarket.com/aquactrl
Legal notice

The information in this brochure contains only general technical descriptions and performance characteristics, the applicability of which can depend on further factors in case of actual use. It is not meant or intended to be a specific guarantee of a particular quality or durability. An obligation to provide the respective characteristics shall only exist if expressly agreed in the terms of contract. We reserve the right to make changes in availability as well as technical changes.